
Some operators offer unlimited or very high data allowances for low unit prices. As those deals 
are available in some Member States but not in others, they are open to higher risks of abuse. To protect 
markets from distortions and consumers from adverse effects of an increase in domestic prices, the Commission 
proposes specific solutions for such data packages.

For data, the eligible amount would be determined in terms of the wholesale roaming data price cap, which 
is the maximum amount operators can charge each other for the data their consumers use abroad. The exact 
amount of the wholesale roaming data price cap is currently debated between the European Parliament and 
Council. The Commission proposed 0.85 cent/MB. 

‣     «Roam like at Home» is aimed at all people who travel in the EU for work or leisure from their «home». 
«Home» means their country of residence, or a country to which a person has «stable links».  
This includes customers who spend substantial and recurring amounts of time in a country where they 
study, work, or have retired. 

‣    When offering roaming, telecom operators operating in a given EU country must include «Roam like 
at Home» by default in contracts they offer to people who live in that EU country. Travellers can 
then call, text and surf on their mobile devices when abroad in the EU for no extra charge on top of the 
price they pay at home.

‣    Roam like at Home» is not meant to be used for permanent roaming. The operator can question 
the residence / stable links of customers who spend more time abroad than at home, and who make most 
of their calls and texts and use most of their data outside their home country. 

WHAT IS «ROAM LIKE AT HOME»?

WHAT ABOUT MOBILE DATA CONSUMPTION?

End of roaming charges 
for all travellers in the EU 
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ROAMING

Switch on!

No extra charges for calling,
texting or surfing abroad anymore

The EU has ended roaming charges for all people 
who travel periodically in the EU, while ensuring that 
operators have the tools to deal with abuses of the rules. 

As of 15 June 2017, your roaming consumption will 
be deducted from your domestic volume. Roam like 
at home is aimed at all people who travel in the EU, 
outside the country where they live, work or study.

Safeguards

Roam like at home is not meant to be used for 
permanent roaming. Consumer-friendly safeguards 
are in place to avoid abuses. Operators can detect 
possible abuses based on the balance of roaming and 
domestic use over a 4-month period: if a customer 
spends the majority of time abroad and consumes 
more abroad than at home over the 4 months, the 
operator can ask the customer to clarify the situation 
within 14 days. This additional check will only affect 

For very generous, low-price domestic offers, 
limits on roaming data at domestic prices could 
apply in exceptional cases to avoid domestic 
price increases. Where applied, these limits will 
ensure that most travelers’ needs are covered.

*  From 1 January 2018: €6.00 per GB, which will 
decrease annually to €2.50/GB by 2022. 

  Wholesale prices will be reviewed in 2019.

Maximum €0.032 per minute of voice call
Maximum €0.01 per SMS
Maximum €7.7 per GB of data*

customers who travel intensively, not more than 1% of 
customers. It will not affect those who log on regularly 
on their home network, such as frontier workers.

If a user remains permanently outside the country 
where the SIM card was issued, the operator 
could apply small surcharges, no higher than the 
maximum amount operators can charge each other 
for the use of their networks by roaming customers:


